Diagnostics of liver echinococcosis.
We analyze the clinical data and the possible methods for diagnostics of liver echinococcosis. The most common clinical manifestations are: burden, dull or colic pain in right hypochondrium, hepatomegaly plus. Against this clinical picture available eosinophilia is indicative sign in the diagnostic process; echography is binding method in the study. Establish the possibilities of each diagnostic method individually and in combination. It is recommended that the application of ultrasound in combination with the immunological method, which combined in 9/10 of the patients decided to avoid diagnosis and diagnostic polipragmatic approach. The other, considerably more expensive and radiological overdosing methods must be applied in exceptional cases. In every manifestation of allergy must be investigation to exclude the echinococcosis. We highly recommended the introduction in Bulgaria of screening methods for early detection of disease and timely treatment.